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NEW QUESTION: 1
You work in a company which uses SQL Server 2008. You are the
administrator of the company database.
Now you are in charge of a SQL Server 2008 instance.
There is a database named DB1 in the instance. You have set the
recovery model of DB1 to Full. You
deploy a new process. The process modifies 10,000 records from
the Accounts table at 18:00 every day.
Any modification made by the process to the data must be
reverted and database keeps online. You must
make sure of this.
So which strategy should you implement?
A. You should implement Database snapshots
B. You should implement Primary filegroup backup
C. You should implement Transaction log backup
D. You should implement Differential backup
Answer: A
Explanation:
A database snapshot is a read-only, static view of a database
(called the source database). Each database snapshot is
transactionally consistent with the source database at the
moment of the snapshot's creation. When you create a database
snapshot, the source database will typically have open
transactions. Before the snapshot becomes available, the open
transactions are rolled back to make the database snapshot
transactionally consistent. Clients can query a database
snapshot, which makes it useful for writing reports based on
the data at the time of snapshot creation. Also, if the source
database later becomes damaged, you can revert the source
database to the state it was in when the snapshot was created.
Reasons to take database snapshots include: Maintaining
historical data for report generation. Because a database
snapshot provides a static view of a database, a snapshot can
extend access to data from a particular point in time. For
example, you can create a database snapshot at the end of a
given time period (such as a financial quarter) for later
reporting. You can then run end-of-period reports on the
snapshot. If disk space permits, you can also maintain
end-of-period snapshots indefinitely, allowing queries against
the results from these periods; for example, to investigate
organizational performance. Using a mirror database that you
are maintaining for availability purposes to offload reporting.
Using database snapshots with database mirroring permits you to
make the data on the mirror server accessible for reporting.
Additionally, running queries on the mirror database can free
up resources on the principal. For more information, see
Database Mirroring and Database Snapshots. Safeguarding data
against administrative error.
Before doing major updates, such as a bulk update or a schema
change, create a database snapshot on the database protects
data. If you make a mistake, you can use the snapshot to
recover by reverting the database to the snapshot. Reverting is

potentially much faster for this purpose than restoring from a
backup; however, you cannot roll forward afterward.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Wird das LÃ¶schprogramm durch die Einstellungen im
archivierungsobjektspezifischen Customizing nicht automatisch
ausgefÃ¼hrt, wird der LÃ¶schjob bei jedem Anlegen einer
Archivdatei gestartet. Bestimmen Sie, ob diese Aussage richtig
oder falsch ist.
A. Stimmt
B. Falsch
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option C
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option E
E. Option A
F. Option F
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Where does routing occur within the DoD TCP/IP reference model?
A. network
B. internet
C. transport
D. application
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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